


Skye & Lillie
Luxe wands and rabbits are slim, flexible, and 
discretely quiet. Made of smooth, platinum 
silicone, these elegant, powerful vibes heighten 
pleasure for a breathtaking sensual experience. 
Rechargeable. Water-resistant. Available in 
assorted colors.

Aura
The Luxe Aura stimulator provides powerful 
G-spot vibrations while stimulating the clitoris 
with pressurized suction. Sexy and alluring, 
Aura is flexible, travel-friendly, and made of 
luxurious platinum silicone. Rechargeable. 
Suitable with all lubricants.

0209-24
0209-27

Skye
0209-14
0209-17

LillieAura
0208-34
0208-38



Petite rechargeable ABS vibrator with 
explosive vibrations. 10 speeds and 
functions. Water Resistant. Suitable with 
all lubricants.

Lightweight, chrome-plated anal toys 
designed for visual and sensual excitement. 
Made of lightweight aluminum and shaped 
for effortless penetration. These body 
safe anal toys are available in a variety of 
colors, shapes and sizes.

0652-44
0652-45
0652-47
0652-49

0965-11
0965-13
0965-14
0965-15
0965-16

Small
0965-21
0965-23
0965-24
0965-25
0965-26

Medium



Powerful, toe-curling vibrations from Colours 
Pleasures rechargeable dildos. Vibrant colors, 
superior grade satin silicone and hands free 
excitement. Realistically molded for enhanced 
sensations. Suitable with all lubricants.

0402-21
0402-22
0402-23
0402-24

0402-25
0402-27
0402-29



Realistic molded dong cast in superior grade silicone. 
Satin texture provides a more satisfying sensation. 

Available in assorted colors and sizes.

0407-34
0407-35
0407-37

7 inch
0407-44
0407-45
0407-47

8 inch
0407-24
0407-25
0407-27

6 inch



Realistic molded dong cast in superior grade silicone. 
Satin texture provides a more satisfying sensation. 

Available in assorted colors and sizes.

0408-11
0408-12

Tricolor
5 in
8 in

0405-71
0405-73
0405-75
0405-77

10 inch

0409-21
0409-23
0409-25
0409-27

Girth



Pump N Vibe
Tantalize and satisfy with INYA’s exciting 
Dual-Function wonder toy. Featuring 
interchangeable suction cups suitable 
for vaginal, breast and all over body 
play on one end, and a silky smooth 
rechargeable silicone massager with 
powerful speeds and functions at the 
other. INYA’s Pump N Vibe - For Her, for 
Him, For them.

Oh My G
Experience true rapture with Oh My G! 
Made of smooth, platinum-grade silicone, 
this powerful, ultra-flexible wand features 
a curved and bulbous head for maximum 
G-spot stimulation. Available in assorted 
colors. Rechargeable. Water-resistant.

0554-44
0554-45
0554-47

0555-34
0555-37



Play Things
Playtime is always better with INYA 

Play Things – a provocative and vibrant 
collection of high-end pleasure products! 

This must-have kit includes realistically 
molded 5-inch silicone dildo with strong 

suction cup base, powerful 5-inch ABS 
vibrator, and stylish, salim-tapered 3-inch 

silicone pleasure plug. Let the games 
begin! Now available in Teal.

Sonnet
A contoured vibrator designed to create a 
breathtaking experience. Featuring innovative 
functions and delivering exquisite performance, 
the Sonnet provides powerful G-spot vibrations 
while sensually applying suction stimulation 
to the clitoris. Water-resistant. Rechargeable. 
Available in multiple colors and made of 
platinum-grade silicone. 

Bump-N-Grind
Explore the many features of INYA’s Bump-N-Grind. A 
warming function, dual motors for clitoral and G-spot 
stimulation are controlled via wireless remote. The 
Bump-N-Grind is suitable for solo or couple’s play 
in a new and exciting setting. Rechargeable. Made of 
platinum-grade silicone. Suitable with all lubricants.

0555-25
0555-27

0550-07

0554-53
0554-57



The Firefly glow-in-the-dark Rabbits make beloved 
classics shine brighter than ever! Available in thrusting 
and rotating models, these fun and robust Rabbits glow 
in vibrant color while providing climatic sensations 
inside and out! Made with body-safe TPE and suitable 
with all lubricants.

Heart a Glow
Dreamy, playful and functional. Made of 
superior quality borosilicate glass with 
proven shapes designed to perform. 
Suitable with all lubricants.

0482-34
0482-37

Lola
0482-14
0482-17

Jessica
0482-24
0482-27

Thumper
0494-61



Bigger, Bolder, and Beautiful. Renegade’s new 
glass collection will take your play to a new 
level. Oversized toys for the experienced and 
adventurous. Made of body-safe annealed 
borosilicate glass.

V2
Renegade’s innovative V2 anal toy features an exposed 
bullet design for powerful vibrating sensations! Made 
of soft platinum silicone, it includes wireless remote 
for solo use or with a partner. Rechargeable.  Suitable 
with all lubricants.

1103-23
1103-27

1175-21
Knight

Knight

1175-11
Bishop

Bishop

1175-31
Rook

Rook



A new twist for your fetish adventures 
with GLO In The Dark restraints gear. BDSM 
essentials that are easy to clean, made 
of synthetic materials, and deliver a new 
stimulation for your fetish desires. Tie, 
spank, and GLO from NS Novelties.

0497-18
0497-28
0497-38
0497-48

0497-58
0497-68
0497-78
0497-88

Blindfold Paddle
Hogtie
Ball Gag
Flogger

Collar & Leash
Wrist Cuffs
Ankle Cuffs



Indulge your innermost desires with Bondage Couture from NS Novelties. 
Meticulously crafted from superior materials and featuring exquisite 
details, Bondage Couture is your ultimate accessory for the runway and 
the bedroom. All synthetic material and nickel free hardware.

1306-07
1306-67
1306-77
1307-17

1307-27
1307-37
1307-39

6 Piece Collection Paddle
Blue Rope
Gold Rope

Hogtie
Ball Gag
Tie Down Straps



NSN-9901-09

nsnovelties.com


